Agenda Item 8

Report to the Partnership for South Hampshire
Joint Committee Meeting
Date:

25 January 2021

Report of:

Charles Freeman, Co-ordinator for the Culture, Creative Industries
Built Environment, Themed Panel

Subject:

PROGRESS AND DELIVERY OF THE PANEL BUSINESS PLAN
FOR 2019/2020 AND OUTLINE OF PROPOSED WORK FOR
2021/2022
SUMMARY

The Culture Creative Industries and Built Environments theme panel work
programme is focused on two areas:



Design in the Built Environment.
Creative Industry Development.
RECOMMENDATION

It is RECOMMENDED that Joint Committee:
a) NOTES the work undertaken in preparing Quality Place Design Bulletins and
publish the 4 design bulletins alongside the existing design publications on the
PfSH website;
b) NOTES the desire to further update the bulletins in the light of changing local
and national policy;
c) NOTES proposal to review the delivery of the Solent design awards in
anticipation for the next awards in 2022;
d) NOTES the work of the panel in supporting creative industry development in
particular the promotion of: o connectivity by using micro grants to increase opportunities for
networking and the showcasing of creative practice.
o Skills and progression - Working with partner organisations to enhance
work-based learning and pathways to employment within the creative
sector.
o Enterprise - Providing business support for freelancers and creative
entrepreneurs.
o Visibility - Working with Portsmouth Creates and Southampton City of
Culture amongst others to increase the visibility of the Creative Sector in
the Solent Area.
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e) NOTES the development of joint resource with Solent growth hub mapping
provision of flexible and creative workspaces in South Hampshire;
f) NOTES intention to work with Southampton City Council, Portsmouth City
Council and Portsmouth Creates to engage Arts Council England in discussion
regarding how they will support the development of the cultural ecology and
creative economy in South Hampshire; and
g) AGREES a budget of £12,500 be added to the PfSH base budget for 2021-22 to
continue the work of the panel (subject to final approval as part of the 21/22
PfSH budget which will be presented to the Joint Committee in March 2021):
 £10,000 will be used support the work of Creative Network South.
 £2,500 to cover costs of facilitating panel activities.
 Agree that £10,000 carried over from 2019-20 can be used to match
£4,000 from Southampton City Council to continue the Creative Growth
Southampton project.
 Note that a request for funding to support the 2022 design awards will be
made in a year's time.
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BACKROUND

1.

The Culture Creative Industries and Built Environment theme panel's work
programme currently focuses on the creative economy and design in the built
environment. The design element of the work programme is delivered through the
Quality Place Practitioner Group, which is made up of local authority design officers
working in local planning authorities. Creative Network South, which is hosted by
Hampshire Chamber of Commerce, leads the Creative Industries element of the
programme.

2.

During 2020 a review of the work of the panel was scheduled to occur to coincide
with Sandy Hopkins taking over as lead chief executive for this work area. Due to the
pressures arising as a result of the pandemic this review has not occurred. It is now
considered more appropriate to conduct such a review when plans for the recovery
become clearer.

3.

The remainder of the report will outline work which has been undertaken in relation to
the 2020 work programme and proposals for future activity in 2021-22.
DESIGN IN THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT

4.

After being established in 2007, the original Partnership for Urban South Hampshire
(PUSH), Quality Place delivery panel decided one of its priorities should be design in
the built environment. In 2008 in partnership with the Commission for Architecture in
the Built Environment (CABE), the panel commissioned a review of the infrastructure
supporting design in the built environment in South Hampshire. This capacity review
recommended:


The formation of the Quality Place Practitioner's Group. This group continues
to meet regularly and has expanded to include some neighbouring planning
authorities including the South Downs National Park and Basingstoke. The
group steers the panel's work in this area and also directly delivers projects
including the design awards and the maintenance of design guidance.



Design Guidance. In 2010 PUSH member authorities agreed the PUSH
design charter. In 2011 PUSH published a Model for supplementary planning
guidance and an advisory design guidance manual. This guidance is purely
advisory, It is intended to be aspirational and inspirational. It does not have
legal status. Some partner Local Planning Authorities have however chosen to
use it to inform the development of Locally adopted Supplementary Planning
Guidance.



Training. Following the publication of the design guidance a programme of
training for planning officers and members was delivered by the Solent Centre
for Architecture.



The establishment of the Solent Design Awards which were first run in 2010.
These awards were renamed the Solent Quality Place Awards when run in
2019.

DESIGN BULLETINS
5.

In 2016 the Design Practitioner Group noted that some elements of the original
design manual needed to be brought up to date. In 2017 Eastleigh Borough Council
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were commissioned to produce a series of design bulletins (see Appendix 1). The
bulletins, like the original manual, are advisory. They are intended to provide
inspiration and set aspirations, but do not have legal status. The four bulletins cover:





Car parking
Trees in housing developments
Residential layout and connectivity
The use of materials.

6.

It is intended that the bulletins be maintained as live documents. The bulletins will
therefore need to be amended in the light of changes in national and local policy.
With this in mind the practitioner group is actively engaging with Highway Authority
colleagues across South Hampshire, in relation to policy proposals relating to the
adoption and maintenance of highways. It will also be useful to link this work, with the
development of the PfSH Greenprint.

7.

Members of the Joint Committee will be invited to note the production of the four
bulletins and agree these should be added to the design in the built environment
section on the Partnership for South Hampshire website. Members are also invited to
note the desire to further update the bulletins.

8.

In keeping with the approach followed when PUSH published the original model SPG
and design guidance in 2011, member Planning Authorities are invited to consider
how the bulletins can support local policy, and the engagement of members in
discussions regarding good design practice.

SOLENT DESIGN AWARDS
9.

The fifth iteration of the Solent Quality Place Awards were run in 2019. In order to
emphasise a desire to focus on place making rather than the design of individual
buildings the name of the awards was changed from design to quality of place. In
previous years it had been possible to attract significant sponsorship; sadly this did
not prove possible in 2019. However in-house delivery did have significant
advantages in that it allowed the practitioner group to use the judging process to
develop skills and build familiarity with good practice across the South Hampshire
area.

10. The Practitioner Group would like to proceed with the next iteration of the awards in
2022 and will over the coming year develop a proposal - possibly working in
partnership with other organisations such as the Hampshire Urban Design Group.
The proposals for the 2022 awards will be presented to Joint Committee later in the
year, when PfSH may then be asked to contribute to the funding of the awards as
has been the case in the past.
CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
11. The sector faces significant challenges as a result of the pandemic, the focus for
work in the coming year will be on support required to achieve recovery. The work
programme is guided by the declaration that was published in 2018 and falls under
four headings.
Connectivity
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12. Creative Network South uses micro grants in order to promote connectivity and
opportunities for creatives, freelancers and enterprisers to showcase their work.
Organisations which have received support the past year include:
 DV Mission 48-hour film challenge
 The Ladies Wine, Dine and Design network Southampton
 Winchester Festival of Design
 Hack Pompey
 Hack Southampton
 Studio Provider Network South
 Venturefest South
13. The range of organisations supporting creatives to network within the area has grown
rapidly in recent years. Connectivity within the sector will continue to be vital to the
sectors growth, particularly during the period of recovery following the pandemic. In
2021 Creative Network South is committed to support DV Mission Film Challenge,
Venturefest South, Winchester Festival of Design, The Studio Provider Network
South and The Ladies Wine, Dine and Design network.
Skills and Work Based Learning
14. Creative Network South is working with The Solent Apprenticeship Hub to develop
apprenticeship and work based learning opportunities within the culture and creative
sectors. Since 2010 the Local youth arts organisation Artswork have delivered an
apprenticeship programme with PfSH support. This will continue into 2021, however,
the viability of delivering small cohort level 2 and 3 apprenticeships is proving
commercially challenging.
15. Artswork are additionally launching a kickstart programme which will generate
opportunities for young people to work on an agency basis within the sector, it is
hoped that this will then lead on to more permanent roles with the partner
organisations who will be engaging young people to deliver projects.
Enterprise
16. A key priority for the network has been supporting and sustaining early stage creative
enterprises and freelancers:
Creative Growth South
Since 2018 the Partnership for South Hampshire has funded Creative Growth
Southampton, (now Creative Growth South CGS). CGS is a partnership
between Creative Network South, Hampshire Chamber of Commerce, Solent
University and Southampton City Council.
The aim of the project is to help freelancers and early stage creative businesses
achieve sustainability, which frequently equates to an income of in excess of
£20,000 pa.
The mentoring element of the programme currently supports around 30
businesses per year, who each receive up to 6 hours support. Appendix 2
includes a review of the last two years activity and some example case studies.
Since the lockdown(s) the remit of CGS was extended to cover the whole of the
South Hampshire area. The project has also been rebranded as Creative
Growth South. CGS has worked closely with the Solent Growth Hub, who guide
appropriate businesses towards CGS for support.
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When CGS initially launched in 2018, Southampton Culture Trust acted as the
host for the project. When the culture trust was dissolved, Southampton City
Council directly took up the management of the initiative on a temporary basis.
This however was a short-term necessity and Hampshire Chamber of
Commerce have now agreed to act as host organisation and banker for the
project.
The panel has carried forward £10,000 in the hope that it would be matched by
Arts Council England. Unfortunately, in March, Arts Council England closed the
relevant funding programmes so it could focus on supporting its clients through
the pandemic. Southampton City Council have however agreed to match the
remaining £10,000 with £4,000 to maintain the programme through calendar
year 2021.
Discussions are taking place with the Solent Creatives Agency established by
Solent University to establish long term mainstream support for creative
freelancers and micro businesses in the Southampton Travel to Work Area.
Portsmouth Creates
In parallel to the work undertaken by Creative Growth South, Creative Network
South has also established a partnership with Portsmouth Creates which will
focus on offering support to arts organisations and creative businesses in the
Portsmouth Travel to Work Area.
£10,000 from the panel budget has therefore been used to support the
appointment of the Interim Chief Executive of Portsmouth Creates. Portsmouth
Creates propose to launch a business support programme in 2021, which will
cover the wider Portsmouth travel-to-work area.
Last year's report stated that it was anticipated that applications would be made
to Arts Council England to jointly fund creative industries business support in
both Portsmouth and Southampton. Unfortunately, due to the pandemic, Arts
Council England closed the relevant funding streams and the funds which were
to be used as match finance have been utilised to ensure the continuity of
service. In the coming year it is hoped that it will be possible to mainstream
delivery with existing organisations in both Southampton and Portsmouth. The
service will however be designed so that it covers the broader travel to work
areas of both cities.
Creative Network South would however like to further engage Arts Council
England in a discussion relating to the support of the cultural and creative
ecology in the area. CNS will therefore seek to work with Southampton City
Council, Portsmouth Creates and other partners to progress this discussion with
Arts Council England.
Workspaces
Workspaces play an important role within the creative and digital tech economy.
Businesses and freelancers tend to thrive within communities. Creative Network
South has worked closely with Solent Growth Hub to develop a web page to
promote flexible and creative workspaces in the South Hampshire area - see
link https://www.solentgrowthhub.co.uk/workspaces-in-hampshire/
The Categories of Space Covered are:


General Purpose Flexible (Office Space) – Co-Working Space, Serviced
Offices, Virtual Offices, Hot Desk Space.
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Boutique creative co working space – Co-working Spaces Designed to meet
the needs of creative and digital professionals.



Creative Studios and Workspaces– Focusing on the needs of Artists ,
Designers and Creatives. Most of these spaces are run by social enterprises
and strive to provide spaces artists can afford.



Incubator Spaces – Spaces which provide accommodation and support
services designed to develop the potential of fast growth businesses.



Maker Space – Mostly Not for Profit organisations Providing access to specialist
technology and skills to support designers, engineers and makers. Increasingly
some of the commercial incubator operators have also incorporated maker
space type equipment for the benefit of their clients.



Recording and Film Studios – Bookable Specialist recording and Film Studios

Creative Network South used £1,100 of funding to develop this resource. Lloyd
Atwell of Solent Growth Hub has very kindly plotted the sites on the map developed
by Portsmouth City Council. The list of spaces was researched by Creative Network
South, with input from the network of Economic Development officers in Partner
Local Authorities.
Visibility
17. A Key objective of Creative Network South has been to build awareness of the
strength of the creative economy in the South Hampshire area. In 2019 Creative
Network South and Hampshire Chamber of Commerce worked closely with the
Solent LEP to provide evidence to inform the then proposed local industrial strategy.
However due to the pandemic, discussion on the way in which the sector will be
treated within the local economic strategy was never completed and so further work
is needed in this area.
18. Creative Network South therefore proposes to refresh its dataset so that the impact
of the pandemic on the sector can be accurately tracked, we will do this in
partnership with the Chamber, Digital South, and other partners.
19. Creative Network South is also working closely with both Portsmouth Creates and
Southampton City of Culture to share its knowledge and experience of the sector. It
is noted that the importance of culture and creative industries in contributing to the
vitality of town centres and the local visitor economy is increasingly being
recognised.

RECOMMENDATION
It is RECOMMENDED that Joint Committee:
a) NOTES the work undertaken in preparing Quality Place Design Bulletins and
publish the 4 design bulletins alongside the existing design publications on the
PfSH website;
b) NOTES the desire to further update the bulletins in the light of changing local
and national policy;
c) NOTES proposal to review the delivery of the Solent design awards in
anticipation for the next awards in 2022;
d) NOTES the work of the panel in supporting creative industry development in
particular the promotion of: -
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o connectivity by using micro grants to increase opportunities for
networking and the showcasing of creative practice.
o Skills and progression - Working with partner organisations to enhance
work-based learning and pathways to employment within the creative
sector.
o Enterprise - Providing business support for freelancers and creative
entrepreneurs.
o Visibility - Working with Portsmouth Creates and Southampton City of
Culture amongst others to increase the visibility of the Creative Sector in
the Solent Area.
e) NOTES the development of joint resource with Solent growth hub mapping
provision of flexible and creative workspaces in South Hampshire;
f) NOTES intention to work with Southampton City Council, Portsmouth City
Council and Portsmouth Creates to engage Arts Council England in discussion
regarding how they will support the development of the cultural ecology and
creative economy in South Hampshire; and
g) AGREES a budget of £12,500 be added to the PfSH base budget for 2021-22 to
continue the work of the panel (subject to final approval as part of the 21/22
PfSH budget which will be presented to the Joint Committee in March 2021):
 £10,000 will be used support the work of Creative Network South.
 £2,500 to cover costs of facilitating panel activities.
 Agree that £10,000 carried over from 2019-20 can be used to match
£4,000 from Southampton City Council to continue the Creative Growth
Southampton project.
 Note that a request for funding to support the 2022 design awards will be
made in a year's time.

Appendices:

Appendix 1 – Design Bulletins
Appendix 2 – Case Studies

For general enquiries please contact:
Charles Freeman, Co-ordinator for the Culture, Creative Industries and Built
Environment Themed Panel.
Email: charlesgjfreeman@outlook.com
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Urban Design Bulletin 1
Trees in Housing Development
Quality Places Practitioners Group (QPPG) is composed of interested built environment professionals representing
local authorities from PfSH [Partnership for South Hampshire]: Eastleigh, East Hampshire, Fareham, Gosport, Havant,
Isle of Wight, New Forest, Portsmouth, Southampton, South Downs National Park, Test Valley and Winchester.

November 2019

2

Urban Design Bulletin 1 | Trees in Housing Development

Introduction
Trees can positively transform the character
of existing and new development through:

Aesthetic effects1
» Trees soften the built environment and
provide seasonal interest
» Provide greater intimacy and reduce
scale of spaces to human dimensions
» Help create character and 'sense of
place' in neighbourhoods and streets

9m visual street width

18m visual street width
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Physical effects
» Absorb particulate pollution, sequester
carbon, and provide oxygen
» Provide cooling through shading &
evapotranspiration
» Reduce storm runoff as part of SuDS
scheme
» Reduce wind speed
» Sound attenuation
Psychological benefits
» Add to a sense of well-being
» Provide a vertical traffic calming effect
» Improve links with natural world
(seasonal interest, birds and insects)

CO22
CO

Biodiversity
» Provide habitats for a wide variety of
birds, insects, fungi and mosses

Cooling

Economic benefits2
» Increase property values and
marketability

» Reduce building energy consumption
by shading, shielding and regulating
temperatures

Shade

Flood
Water

Pollution

Streets with trees contrast
with those of neighbouring
streets without them,
creating distinctiveness

Urban Design Bulletin 1 | Trees in Housing Development

3

Common Issues
The following hinder the inclusion of trees
in the public realm:
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Design
» Trees are planted too near buildings
or to the highway for their expected
ultimate size, threatening foundations
(May invalidate NHBC certification)3
» Create excessive overshadowing- e.g.inappropriate selection of tree species
» Tree varieties poorly selected for site e.g. soil or climate
» Trees only located in private gardens
where there is no long term protection

Trees planted at the same time in restricted root soil volume have resulted in
the trees on the right suffering stunted growth

Breach of NHBC trees far too near to the building

Construction
» Damaging the roots of existing trees can
seriously harm and even kill them4
» New trees have inadequate and
compacted soil for their roots5
» Trees inadequately protected (against
vandalism, vehicle damage)
» Poor/ inadequate staking leading to
potential wind toppling
» Inadequate irrigation during
establishment period
» Service design, including street lighting
Shadowing impact after planting
is not integrated with tree planting
layout

Service line

Tree Planting trench

Service line

Proposed tree conflicts with proposed lighting design & underground services

Management / Maintenance
» Strimmer damage leads to tree death
» Lack of mulch stunts growth
» Excessive highway management problems
(not adoptable by HCC)3
» Tree management plans should be
referenced back to material conditions for
approved developments

a
b

b

a. Proposed trees are near houses, so can only be small or fastigiate species (ideal 7m minimum distance for medium
sized trees)
b. Proposed tree and lamp post position in conflict

Strimmer damage- no mulch, no
stake, no strimmer guards

4

Urban Design Bulletin 1 | Trees in Housing Development

Addressing Issues
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Layout should allow for street trees
» Incorporate on through routes (large
trees) and side streets (medium sized
trees)
» Ideally 10m and 7m minimum distance
from houses for large and medium sized
trees respectively6
» Within layout allow for occasional large
trees 10m from homes, e.g. in pocket
parks7
» Highest level in street hierarchy could
be tree-lined boulevards or avenues8
» Trees in highway need to meet HCC
requirement for adoption
» Proposed trees should be plotted on
same plan as proposed services and
lighting design6
» Plant trees in groups with shared soil
space where possible, in continuous
trenches
Tree varieties need to be selected for
the site and purpose8
» Soil type, shade/ sun, water, space,
pollution and salt winds
» On countryside edge, trees chosen
based on landscape character help
developments 'fit'
» Biodiversity value, seasonal interest,
size and shape, fruiting, leaf fall, air
quality effects
» A site wide strategy allows tree
selection to reinforce distinct character
areas
» Certain tree varieties better for SuDS
and mitigating air pollution

The detailed design and specification of
tree planting and protection1
Existing trees need to be well protected
during construction
» Trees need to be staked properly
» Trees need to be mulched in grass areas
and strimmer damage avoided (guards)
» Trees in high vandalism areas may need
wire guards
» Trees may need vehicle guards in car
parks
» Trees in hard areas will need suitable
tree pits often with root soil crates or
special soils to prevent compaction
» Sufficient tree establishment period

7m

Ideal distance for medium tree from building

Trees used to reinforce distinct character areas

10m

Ideal minimum distance for large tree from
building
Trees add seasonal interest and improve air quality in urban areas

Strimmer guard

A good example of a tree with
correct staking and mulch

Tree wire mesh vandalism
deterrent

Tree guard protection in car
park

To achieve a good street tree presence, trees
should be planted at regular intervals

Urban Design Bulletin 1 | Trees in Housing Development

5

Case study: Monk's Brook
Monk's Brook is a recent 168 mixed
dwelling development in Eastleigh.
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The overall tree strategy is to:
» Retain significant individuals and groups
of trees, including TPO trees; enhance
the existing network of trees with
new planting to provide a landscape
structure that reinforces movement
corridors. (See fig 1)
» Reinforce the character area of the main
access link. A different variety of tree is
selected to punctuate the movement
corridor.7 (See fig 2)
» Ensure the street lights are at least 5m
away from the mature canopy of the
tree in order to allow easy access for
maintenance, and to reduce the shading
impact of the tree itself. (See fig 3)

Fig 7

Fig 6

» Maximise the number of proposed trees
which can be accommodated in a very
constrained site in order to reinforce the
leafy character of the location. (See fig 4)
» Reduce the visual impact of car parking in
the street and also help to reduce traffic
speeds. The designated open space with
existing and proposed trees in the site will
provide residents with year round colour
and interest. (See fig 5,6 & 7)

The proposed tree strategy and the location and extent of the existing trees together with the proposed
trees (both large and medium / small tree species)

Fig 1

Fig 2

Fig 3

Fig 5

Fig 4

6

Bulletin
1 | Trees in Housing Development
Urban Design Bulletin 1 Urban
| Trees Design
in Housing
Development
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References, useful links and further information:
1 - www.tdag.org.uk

Further information:

2 - Valuing London's Urban Forest - Results of the London i-Tree Eco Project, Treeconomics, 2015

Tree Planting Design Guide Supporting Notes, Bristol City Council

3 - Building Near Trees, NHBC Supplementary Resource - Chapter 4.2

Landscape Checklist for New Development in Hampshire, Hampshire Local Government Landscape Group, 2006

4 - BS 5837:2012 Trees in relation to design, demolition and construction. Recommendations

www.greenblue.com

5 - Trees, People and the Built Environment: Proceedings of the Urban Trees Research Conference, 13–14 April 2011.
The Forestry Commission, Edinburgh, 2012

www.urbantreecover.org

6 - Companion Document to Manual for Streets, Hampshire County Council, 2010
7 - Quality Places, SPD, Eastleigh, Adopted 2011
8 - Trees and the Public Realm, Westminster City Council, 2011

Urban air quality, Woodland Trust, 2012
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Urban Design Bulletin 2
Parking in New Residential Developments
Quality Places Practitioners Group (QPPG) is composed of interested built environment professionals representing
local authorities from PfSH [Partnership for South Hampshire]: Eastleigh, East Hampshire, Fareham, Gosport, Havant,
Isle of Wight, New Forest, Portsmouth, Southampton, South Downs National Park, Test Valley and Winchester.

November 2019

Urban Design Bulletin 2 | Parking in New Residential Developments

2

Introduction to Best Practice
General residential car parking
standards (parking spaces per dwelling)

Allocated and Unallocated Parking
Spaces

Each Local Authority has its own parking
standards that set the number of spaces
required. Spaces can be accommodated in
various ways, with fewer spaces normally
required in areas with good access to
public transport, such as in or near urban
centres and main arterial routes.

Unallocated car spaces are the most
efficient way of meeting parking need.
Allocating spaces requires further
provision of spaces for visitors. In areas of
high demand there may be a risk of these
being abused. Allocated spaces offer a
greater level of certainty as each resident
has a dedicated space.

Different ways of accommodating cars:
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»

On-street parking is convenient and
vehicles are visible, spaces may be
restricted by street trees, although
breaks in long lines of parking should be
introduced for visual amenity

»

Rear mews and courts remove cars
from the streetscene but are land
hungry, can suffer from lack of natural
surveillance and reduce street activity

»

Front courts can provide efficient
parking in the public realm but design
solutions need to reduce the visual
dominance of cars

1

»

Garages are relatively secure but
inefficient as only about 50% are used
for car storage

»

Car ports provide some shelter and are
utilised more often than garages

»

Undercroft parking is space efficient but
can create dead frontage

»

Underground car parking is efficient but
the cost can be prohibitive and accesses
create dead frontage. Half in/half out
solutions can be more cost effective
Garages and Driveways

3

4

Space cannot be
used by others
Allocated parking spaces

Additional space
required

On-street parking

2

Activity moves away
from the street to the rear
Rear court parking

Unallocated parking spaces
Activity tends to move from
the street into the rear spaces

Rear parking

Front court parking

Space available for onstreet parking reduced
Car Ports

Undercroft Parking if overused creates dead
frontage

Urban Design Bulletin 2 | Parking in New Residential Developments

3

Common Issues
Poorly designed parking fails to support the »
streetscene and results in the dominance
of vehicles, hard surfaces and signs and
lines. This often results in:
»
» Front gardens used for car parking,
resulting in dead frontage and dropped
»
kerbs and cross-falls that can be
detrimental to pedestrians
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»

Curtilage parking reducing or preventing
»
unallocated on-street parking

»

Clutter of signs and lines

»

Tarmac and white marking of spaces,
numbers etc.

»

Hindrance to pedestrian and cycle
movements

»

High levels of on-street parking on
narrow roads may hinder access for key
road users: emergency vehicles, buses,
refuse lorries and deliveries

»

Vehicles overhanging footways or
parked on pavements cause an
obstruction to pedestrians and
can force vulnerable users into the
carriageway

»

Badly designed layouts can lead to poor
and inconsiderate parking. Over-use
of bollards to control this results in a
cluttered streetscene.

»

Too many garages or undercroft
parking spaces in a length of street
create dead frontage, this reduces
natural surveillance and creates an
uncomfortable environment

»

Parked vehicles block views from
ground floor rooms towards the street

Detrimental impact on ground floor
residents of car headlights, noise and
air pollution
Large areas of hard surface are
unsightly and create excessive run-off
Oil stains on paving are unsightly,
difficult to remove, degrade the
materials and create a slip hazard
Trampling of plants and
compaction of soil in
landscape beds adjacent to
parking spaces

Loss of front boundaries degrades the streetscene
and creates pedestrian/vehicular conflict

»

Lack of space for the effective
establishment of street trees
and green infrastructure

»

Lack of infrastructure planning
Car-dominated streetscape of road
for electric, autonomous
& parking
/ connected autonomous
vehicles hinders ability to
retrofit technology

Excessive tarmac

Unsightly entrances

Parking not integrated

Badly designed layouts and shrub beds
liable to be trampelled.

Parking dominated streetscape

Pollution from parking

Disturbance from headlights

Inconsiderate parking

Garages create a dull façade and
dead frontage

Dull streetscape of parking spaces

Urban Design Bulletin 2 | Parking in New Residential Developments

4

Addressing Issues
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»

Provide a mix of car parking solutions
for large sites

»

Reduce visual impact by introducing
tree planting and varying surface
materials

»

Use alternative materials to white paint
to mark surfaces and delineate bays

»

Create permeable surfaces of
blockwork, SMP asphalt etc. to enable
Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems

»

Garages, car ports and car spaces
should be set behind or in line with, the
building line

»

Avoid the excessive repetition of
garages / undercroft parking and limit
runs of undercroft parking spaces to
three

»

Clearly marked out individual spaces
encourage efficient and considerate
parking habits

»

Shared spaces and home zones can
create a highly efficient use of space,
enabling circulation areas to also act
as social and play spaces but care
is needed to minimise the risk of
inconsiderate parking

»

Provide buffer space between planting
and parking to avoid the risk of damage
to shrubs and soil by trampling

»

Minimize the size of rear parking courts

»

Design out opportunities for pavement
/ inconsiderate parking

»

Design out the need for bollards etc. to
control inconsiderate parking

Visual impact of car parking is reduced by tree and shrub planting and varied paving

Permeable paving reduces run-off

Car parking bays should be delineated by changes in material, size and textures, rather than white paint

Planting and varied surfacing reduces impact of parking areas

Car set back behind front boundary structures reduces visual impact

Urban Design Bulletin 2 | Parking in New Residential Developments

Extra 300-400 mm buffer strip to
protect soft landscape

Parking bays reserved for car club
vehicles

Physical measures for tackling inconsiderate parking can be treated
individually
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Rear court parking with mitigating features

Parking square with tree planting

Imaginative landscape design controls parking and improves the environment in this
home-zone layout

Houses separated from parking and vehicles by a hedge

5

»

Design fenestration to enable natural
surveillance, particularly of rear parking
courts

»

Protect ground floor residents from car
headlights, noise and air pollution, with
a buffer of at least 3m from a habitable
room comprising walls and /or hedges
and shrub planting

»

Where it is economically viable provide
underground car parking with access
ramps located to minimise impact on
the streetscene

»

Protect against inconsiderate parking,
through use of physical measures and
parking management regimes. Where
there is serious risk of inconsiderate
parking obstructing bus routes or
other circulation, councils may seek
CIL or Section 106 payments to fund
enforcement.

»

Car clubs can encourage a reduction in
the need for parking spaces, research
suggests around a third of users have
deferred a planned vehicle purchase
and that for every car club vehicle
on the street members have sold
approximately four vehicles

»

Safeguard land to enable infrastructure
to be installed at a future date
for electric vehicle charging and
autonomous vehicles in a way that
supports the streetscene

6

Design
Bulletinin2New
| Parking
in NewDevelopments
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Introduction to Best Practice
Urban design is a multi-faceted discipline,
that in summary seeks to achieve the
following1:
» Character: townscape and landscape
that responds to and reinforces locally
distinctive patterns of development,
landscape and culture
» Continuity and enclosure: continuity of
street frontages, enclosure of space by
development, clearly defined private
and public areas
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» Network of greenspaces and public
places: promotion of public spaces
and attractive routes, safe, uncluttered
places that are accessible and inclusive
to all, including disabled, elderly, young
and vulnerable people

» Safe places: design out crime and
enhance community safety holistically
» Sustainability: places that make
effective use of natural resources and
mitigate against climate change, where
the whole-life costs of materials have
been considered

LEGIBLE
ROUTES

DIVERSITY
I.E A NURSERY

» Cohesive and vibrant neighbourhoods:
places that foster health, well being and
a high quality of life, with a mix of uses
and good access to public transport

To ensure places have a sense of identity,
developers are advised involve the Local
Planning Authority at the earliest stages
and engage in pre-application discussion.
Investing time up-front maximises
opportunities for delivering quality places.

SAFETY ENHANCED
THROUGH NATURAL
SURVEILLANCE
LANDMARK
FEATURES

CONTINUITY AND
ENCLOSURE

» Safe, connected and efficient streets:
accessibility and local permeability,
connecting places and making them
easy to move through, putting people
before vehicular traffic and integrating
land uses and transport
» Legibility: recognisable routes,
intersections, nodes and landmarks to
help people find their way around
» Adaptability: development that
can respond to changing social,
technological and economic conditions
» Diversity: a mix of compatible uses that
work together to create viable places
that respond to local needs

UNCLUTTERED
SAFE, ATTRACTIVE
& RECOGNIZABLE
ROUTES
INCLUSIVE ACCESS
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Common Issues: Layout

3

Common Issues: Connectivity

The following hinder the efficient use of
land and/or create low quality places:
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» Lack of joined-up thinking resulting in
isolated, piecemeal developments
» Failure to integrate new developments
with the existing fabric through careful
analysis and consideration of local
distinctiveness
» Layout overly influenced by distributor
roads and cul-de-sacs, at the cost of
permeability and character
» Convoluted road layouts that are
detrimental to legibility and fail to
accommodate bus routes
» Streets designed without consideration
of street trees or other soft landscape
» Dominance of one form of house type
fails to create variety or character
» Suburban sprawl resulting from use of
village scale and density
» Poor replication of traditional
architectural style and inappropriate
use on large volume buildings

» Unnecessary doubling up of circulation
creates vehicular-dominated places
» SLOAP (Space Left Over After Planning)
is dead space with no clear purpose or
ownership that often becomes unsightly
over time
» Dead frontages caused by long lines of
integrated garages, FOGs, close boarded
fences and uses such as industrial or
large retail units
» Public and private areas not clearly
defined

NO TREES IN
PUBLIC REALM

» Bin storage not well considered,
resulting in cluttered frontages
» Parking dominating building frontages
» Overly engineered roads and junctions
create intimidating environments for
pedestrians and cyclists
» Design speeds over 20mph discourage
walking and cycling

EXISTING
DEVELOPMENT

POORLY DESIGNED
LARGE VOLUME
BUILDINGS

» Poor connections to existing pedestrian/
cycle networks, potentially causing
greater dependence on cars
» Lack of filtered permeability to prioritise
active travel
» Level change/topography used as an
excuse to avoid linkages
» Poor walking routes to public transport
stops encourages people to drive
PIECEMEAL, SMALL
DEVELOPMENT SITE.

POOR INTEGRATION
WITH EXISTING FABRIC

POORLY ENCLOSED
SPACE & LEGIBILITY
ISSUES

DEVELOPMENT
DOMINATED BY
SEMI/DETACHED
HOUSES
CONTRIBUTES
TO SUBURBAN
SPRAWL

UNCONNECTED
CUL-DE-SACS
SLOAP
EXCESSIVE REPETITION
OF STANDARD HOUSE
TYPES

Doubling up of circulation

Level change, no linkage

Poor example of new / proposed development

POOR
CONNECTIONS

4
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MATURE TREES

Addressing Issues: Layout
» Assess the site in relation to its context,
and demonstrate an understanding of
local distinctiveness to help inform a
unique design response1, 2
» Create strong street hierarchies to aid
legibility and temper vehicle speed
appropriately throughout the scheme
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» Create a user hierarchy that puts
pedestrians first and consider that
people use space differently depending
on their culture, age, level of mobility
etc., therefore spaces need to be
designed with inclusive access for all1, 2
» Create attractive and safe routes to
public transport stops and interchanges
that are well lit and overlooked
» Avoid an over-reliance on shared use
routes to accommodate cyclists as
this can be intimidating to vulnerable
pedestrians - provide dedicated cycling
infrastructure where vehicle speeds
over 20mph are likely

ATTRACTIVE VIEWS

» Orientate development to respond to
landform3 unless local distinctiveness
dictates otherwise

TOPOGRAPHY

» Maximise solar gain and capture low
winter sun by orientating façades with
generous fenestration within 300 of due
south where practical3

GREEN SPACE

» Trees, soft landscape and ecological
features should be retained where
appropriate with new planting carefully
considered in relation to context4
MICROCLIMATE

WATER BODIES

Site characteristics

» Retain high quality built form buildings, boundary treatments,
traditional kerb lines etc.
» Clearly distinguish private, semi-private,
and private space through use of different
surface materials, fences / walls and
planting

EXISTING
DEVELOPMENT

» Ensure play areas and the routes to
them are well overlooked
BUILDING HEIGHTS/
SCALE

A

» Ensure the setting of designated and
non-designated heritage assets are
preserved or enhanced

ARCHITECTURAL
ELEMENTS

C

» Retain and enhance significant
landscape and ecological features

B

» Utilise topography and respond to
landform to create cohesive roofscapes
» Follow the grain of good quality
existing development to enhance and
strengthen local character

PUBLIC
BUILDING

FACILITIES AND
SERVICES

F

G

D

E

H

I
MATERIALS

Passive solar heating

Character Areas identified in plan

Character area vision

FRONTAGE
TREATMENT
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Addressing Issues: Connectivity
» Character areas can highlight different
parts of a scheme and aid legibility
through density, materials, activities,
open space, land uses and building
design, their boundaries should ideally
be located along the centre of blocks

» Ensure linkages to existing networks
are seamless, introducing filtered
permeability where necessary to
prioritise active travel
» Create permeable development that
prioritises pedestrians and cyclists with
good active travel connections through
and between neighbourhoods
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» Focus higher density around centres /
main routes to develop the critical mass
needed to support service provision,
using a mix of terraces, townhouses and » Provide good active travel access to
local public transport services, and
apartments
ensure waiting areas are attractive and
» Places where people are likely to gather
well lit and overlooked
and interact e.g. outside schools, local
» Avoid excessively permeable design, for
and district centres, or near parades
example modernist layouts that feature
of shops, should be emphasised with
many pavilion buildings with poorly
distinctive high quality design buildings
defined public spaces between
and spaces

Accordia, varying densities

» Place pedestrian, cycle and vehicular
networks side by side, only segregate
active travel routes where these would
be more direct than the road network,
or better tie into an existing networks

» Avoid overly-engineered street layouts
with generous junction radii
» Extend pavements across junctions and
include courtesy crossings to reinforce
pedestrian desire lines
» Design residential streets with a
maximum design speed of 20mph

Parallel Crossing (zebra crossing and cycle
crossing). Tight junction radii slow vehicle speeds
and support pedestrian desire lines.

6
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The value of Urban Design, CABE, 2001
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Introduction to Best Practice:
Material palettes for new development
should respect the site’s context and
enhance local distinctiveness in terms of
character, scale, texture and colour.
» Arrange and combine materials to
support the architectural approach and
create a high quality appearance
» Regardless of the range of building and
hard landscape materials proposed,
they must all complement each other1
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» Different materials can be used to
create distinctive character within
a development, aiding legibility and
creating a more varied and visually
enriched streetscene
» Prefabricated elements which reduce
waste will be supported if they are
robust and of high visual quality
» Consider the whole life cost of
materials from the outset. Materials
requiring frequent replacement are a
maintenance liability. The sustainability
of materials should be balanced against
their embodied energy in specification
decisions.
» Local Highway Authorities should adopt
a flexible approach to enable the use
of alternative materials, landscape
treatments and features, charging for
adoption if necessary

Common Issues: Streets and Spaces
» Where context fails to warrant use of
local materials, use of a more varied
materials palette can be appropriate

» Inflexible application of standard
construction details and materials
resulting in vehicle-dominated
environments
In addition, all materials should meet the
» Material life shortened by inappropriate
following criteria and be2:
specification, e.g. using paviors in areas
with high vehicle turning movements
» Fit for purpose
or where channelised flow and lack
» Safe for purpose
of suitable substructure will result in
rutting and the break up of the surface
» Durable (suitable for local climate)
»
Poor detailing and no regard to local
» Sustainable (manufacture & energy use)
distinctiveness or, overly complicated
» Appropriate
details requiring awkward cutting that is
difficult to maintain
» Aesthetically pleasing
» Poor quality materials that lead to
» Preferably locally distinctive
increased maintenance costs
Locally made and/or used materials
include:

» Over dominance of a single material
» Light / buff coloured tarmac or resin
bonded gravel in areas with vehicular
access is prone to discolouration from
tyre marks or fluid leaks. Bonded
gravel should be laid in panels to assist
reinstatement.
» Colour fade in pigmented concrete
paving
» Clashing colours, e.g. between the
warmer red tones of building brick
and the colder tones of some concrete
paviors
» Insufficient consideration given to the
practical implications for paving at
layout design stage

» Traditional Hampshire red/orange
stock bricks
» Granite (as used along dock edges)
» Pennant Sandstone
» Purbeck Stone
Fluid leak & tyre marks

Durability issues

Material changes & clutter from road markings

» If a high quality material is locally
common, consider using it as the
foundation for the palette. If a variety of
building materials are in use locally, any
new materials must be complementary
to these.
Poor detailing and materials choice will lead to high maintenance costs. These examples illustrate spalling and cracking due to the omission of movement
joints.
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Common Issues: Buildings

Dead frontage creates a bland environment

Unequal weathering of facing timber

Contemporary detailing unrelated to local context
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Over use of single building material creates a monotonous and illegible environment

Simple material palette adds variety

Complementary variety

Poor weathering

Poor detailing, water damage

» Visual confusion on façades as a result
of complicated materials palette
» Materials palette is not complementary,
creating jarring streetscenes
» Lack of, or no consideration of
ornamentation, proportion or detailing
» Changes in materials fail to relate to the
proportions of the building and create
small areas of timber or render
» Lack of, or no regard to the local
vernacular resulting in lack of local
distinctiveness
» Specified changes of materials on
façades that fail to relate to a change
of purpose e.g. ending a vista, aiding
legibility, or visually breaking up the
mass of the building
» Unimaginative and over-use of one or
two materials can create monotonous
street scenes of similar house types,
with lack of interest and variation,
contributing to poor legibility
» Some materials weather badly and
can discolour over time, e.g. render.
North facing façades are prone to algae
growth, south facing façades are prone
to mould.
» Untreated timber cladding systems,
or naturally weathering materials that
have a tendency to weather unevenly
if not detailed carefully and lose their
harmonious appearance
» Cost cutting using prefabricated
materials with no regard for visual
impact
» Poor detailing and/or installation
leading to water damage on façades

4
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Addressing issues - Surface materials:
» Develop a wider but not excessive
palette of materials
» Delineate spaces by change in material
» High quality materials with proven
durability
» All parties should be encouraged to
consider innovative use of materials,
processes or techniques2
» Use materials to aid in strengthening
the development of a distinctive
character3, 5
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» Character area articulation in large
developments should not rely solely on
colour changes in concrete paving
» Allow space for soft landscape and
green infrastructure
» Respond to local character and
history, and reflect the identity of local
surroundings and materials, while not
preventing or discouraging appropriate
innovation3, 6
» Resolve surface material treatments
from the onset of the design process,
as identified in Design Codes and/or an
accompanying Pattern Book

Vertical and surface material change

Demarcation by change in material

Consider the lifetime of materials to ensure durability especially in trafficked areas

Materials used for benefit of access such as this
low-splay kerb

Paving courses should be aligned to reinforce
overall specific objectives and quality

Complementary materials add visual interest and
contrast without cluttering the streetscene
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Key building: focal point and
material treatment.

Addressing issues - Building materials

Surface material change,
indicate changing character,
lower speed, increase of
pedestrian activity.

» Develop a palette of materials that
reflects local distinctiveness but avoid
using too many materials on a single
building
» Use materials to aid in strengthening
the creation of distinctive character4

Building material: change to
indicate character, provide
interest and legibility,
diversity and and interest.

» Respond to local character and
history, and reflect the identity of local
surroundings and materials, while not
preventing or discouraging appropriate
innovation3, 6
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Boundary treatment:
Variation in materials
depending on prominence
in the streetscene.
Publicly visible boundaries
shall be marked by walls,
railings or hedges.

» Promote some degree of uniformity
across a development, in particular
within a designated character area
» Promote the use of locally sourced
construction and building treatment
materials

Roof materials support
character areas, and add
definition and variation to
standard house types.

» High quality materials with proven
durability
» All parties should be encouraged to
consider innovative use of materials,
processes or techniques1
* For illustrative purposes only
» Identify key buildings in new
development and highlight through
material choices, including the
specification of ‘stand out’ materials
» Avoid blank walls facing the public
realm, introduce active frontages3, 4
» Use design codes to help guide material
choices within a new development5
» Use material changes to mitigate the
impact of taller buildings, for example,
to recessed upper floors

Contemporary and more traditional palettes of complementary
materials and detailing

Creating texture from a single
material

Utlizing few materials to good effect

Urban &
Design
Bulletin
4 | Surface & Building Materials
Urban Design Bulletin 4 | Surface
Building
Materials
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Appendix 2
Case Study 1 - Adam Carley – TouchSkye Designs
About your business?
I am a creative consultant, I have been trading now for just over a year, I work with
businesses, organisations and individuals’ offering unique creative solutions for their
business problems whether that is through branding, marketing, digital content and
finding a unique way of telling their stories.
What is your skillset?
I am skilled in graphic design, digital content productions and media production, I
spent about a decade now doing design and digital content work mixed in with some
video content. I found myself working for myself on the back of previous roles, I
spent time being an in-house graphic designer for various organisations from junior,
medium to senior level design. Moving on from there I was able to take clients from
outside that full-time job, was able to provide brand guidelines, social media and
video content, I found myself getting more and more enquiries enough to enable me
to take it full time.
What motivates you?
When I went to launch myself, I ended up dying two weeks into it, I had a heart
attack a completely unknown condition there was a genetic default with my heart. I
was just at the gym like any other regular evening and I just happened to drop dead
there on the spot. It was an eye-opening experience that there was nothing left to
lose. A lot of people have insecurities about taking steps forward because they are
worried about the financial structure and the instability of working for yourself and
their capability and hitting rock bottom, but the truth of the matter is there is no
further rock bottom than being dead. I had already ticked that one off of my bucket
list. Anything I do is far better than doing nothing, I had literally nothing left to lose
and having that crazy medical incident helped me move my mindset to get on with it.
What business challenges do you face?
One of my biggest challenges at the moment is my lack of marketing, I have been
fortunate that I’ve not had to do a lot of marketing as I’ve had a lot of referrals, I’m a
year into my own business and I’ve still do not have my own website; it has purely
been referrals but because of Covid and less networking and social activities I am
going to have to look at my digital marketing activities. The best thing for me is to be
able to connect to a worldwide audience. I’ve been able to connect to international
work from Australia and Belgium so I am not relying on local networking this has
been one of the positives from Covid. Digital people have the ability to do that.
Is accommodation an issue for you?
Yes, it is an issue the building I am in at the moment is going to close because there
are not enough busiensses in there to pay the rent, because of Covid a lot of them
have had to pack up and it has caused a ripple effect for the rest of us. I’ve had to
set up an office at home and that is a bit of a problem for me.
What is the value of having a mentor?
Mentoring has been pretty useful for me; in fact it has been great. It is nice to speak
to a mentor who you can talk to who has seen businesses go through the same
issues similar to mine and able to give me examples of things that other businesses
have faced. A mentor is able to pick out what is more viable to spend time on than
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other things. I think when you start out you are so wide eyed and open you don’t
know which direction to go in and a mentor is able to narrow down and give you a bit
of direction to focus on which is a really good lesson. It was a mistake I made at the
beginning and having a business mentor really helped with that. When you are in
business you don’t want to think that you don’t have the skills so being able to send
an email to someone to say I am unsure about this could you give me some advice
and them coming back saying ‘sure’ lets have a meeting, a coffee or jump on Zoom
for an hour - it gives some clarity on the direction or problem you are facing. It really
helps going forward knowing that there is someone there. When you are in
university or education you can literally put your hand up and get an answer but
when you are in business it could be weeks or months before you find that answer to
the direction you need to go in and a mentor can really streamline that process. It is
knowing that there is somebody there and being able to chat to someone like Nicky it
is unbelievably reassuring. We’ve met up for coffee or emails a few times and it has
always been like meeting a friend, but a friend who has a gift for you that is going to
help you progress. If I could encourage anything it is to have a mentor when starting
out.
What else can be done to help you develop?
I would be good to have some sort of client directory or something like. It would be
good if businesses could go to an established business that can help you in these
particular industries. So often a lot of businesses I’ve worked for have put messages
out on Facebook if they have an issue or they go to an agency or something like that
and more often than not an agency will just match you up with that ‘title’ it may not be
exactly what you need. Myself as a Consultant I can analyse the problem and either
recommend my services or someone else.
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Case Study 2 - Gullu Kandrou
Your business Name, Services, how long have you been trading?
My business name is very simply Gullu Kandrou, you can find my website
at:https://gullukandrou.wixsite.com/mysite. You can find my online shop at:
gullukandrouart.bigcartel.com. I provide many art and writing services, these include
digital portraits, digital and analogue collage, written opinion pieces, poetry pieces,
minor editing for photographs and selling Fine Art Prints.
Tell me about your skills, how did you find yourself working for yourself?
I’m a Fine Artist, writer and advocate. Before I even graduated university, I landed
my first grant and found myself creating work for an exhibition about accessibility for
physically disabled people in relation to the “Stupid Cities” in which they live. This
has been postponed until April 2021 due to Covid. The project is a collaboration with
Little Lost Robot Studios and Bath Spa University. After this, I then had the courage
to apply to the Tate Collective’s open call and was chosen as one of the artists. I
found myself continuing in this way, applying to grants and open calls - sometimes
getting them, sometimes being rejected and found it was difficult to sustain alone.
Meanwhile, I was maintaining my art practice, of course. As a creative, I find you
always need an outlet and my FMP work had developed and come to a new stage of
emotion, which you can see in the work. It can be found on my website and I
regularly post updates there and, on my Instagram, on Instagram I’m
@gullukandrouart
Is there something unique about you that you have achieved (it could even be
a health issue you have overcome or something else if you are prepared to
share it will inspire others to overcome similar issues) when trying to work for
themselves?
For me, my biggest issues lie in the fact that I have multiple health issues and
disabilities, as well as being neurodivergent. I have ADHD, which makes it difficult at
times to concentrate on the task at hand, but when I get myself into the right setting,
nothing can distract me and I am so set upon my task that I will find myself not
having noticed that the sun has gone down. I know it’s frowned upon to talk about
medication, but I think sometimes it needs to be done; and people shouldn’t be
scared to say they take it, to help them overcome their difficulties. But the opposite is
true, if someone doesn’t take it, that isn’t bad either! I feel like I have come to a place
where I know how and when to pace myself, (whether I do it is another story). When
I push myself, it leads to burn out. I think that’s why working for myself is helpful, as it
allows me to work around relapses of my health: (a “relapse” is what is known in the
disabled community as a set-back in your health).
Your clients – what type of work/clients are you looking for. Is some of your
work reliant on tendering or grants and do you need support with this?
I would love to do more writing. I’m writing from a BAME/ BIPOC, queer, disabled,
working class and second-generation immigrant background. I would also love to
work with more people of a similar background but also, I would love to educate
people who are not of this background and widen their world view; perhaps teaching
them something they have not yet considered. Quite a bit of my work is reliant on
grants and at the moment it is quite a competitive business, it would be great if there
was support for this along my journey.
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What business challenges do you have at the moment and see looming in the
current climate?
Mainly the purchasing power of the customer is the biggest one. Will they be
choosing to buy a print? Are they choosing their rent/food etc over buying a print?
I’ve been in that situation, I grew up in that situation, I know what it’s like. It’s
completely natural and nothing to be ashamed about. There’s such a taboo about it
in society but there shouldn’t be, especially with what’s going on and so many more
people losing their jobs or having their hours cut. I’m also worried about clients
pulling out because of unforeseen circumstances. Anything could happen in these
times. I know I got ill in mid-March, but as we’ve seen in rare cases people get
reinfected, so I’m not out of the woods, even though I’ve had the infection. It feels
like, no matter how reliable someone is, we’re all unreliable to an extent - through no
fault of our own - and that’s incredibly scary as a business owner who relies on
predictability and reliability.
Is accommodation an issue for you, i.e. finding space or the cost?
I do struggle with space; I have a box room which I use as an office but it’s really
difficult to create art in there. My art supplies take up a lot of the room, especially
with collaging you need to have a large collection of materials to be able to do it
well. Another barrier is cost. For example, to begin a new print series takes start-up
capital; even if you start with a very small run, you still have to fund it yourself, or
pitch for the funding. It’s not easy to do when living on a single income budget.
How has mentoring/business support helped and what more needs to be done
to support your journey?
Mentoring has helped me immensely, I have been able to see my strengths and
focus on them, and therefore, go after the right kind of opportunities. For example, at
first, I didn’t realise I could be a writer, despite writing my own articles for my Medium
and LinkedIn audience. Nicky, my mentor read some of these and encouraged me to
send out my articles to small magazines. I also upload my photography to a stock
website, again something I would never have thought of. She helped to realise small
things like how my generation may be more suited to a certain type of product
because of tiny details she picks up on - that they are more attracted to plants than
flowers, generally - something I knew, but Nicky taught me to apply, because that’s
what a good teacher does. I feel ready, and supported enough, to take on a business
with Nicky’s help.
Any other suggestions or comments?
If anyone was thinking of starting a business, I would really recommend they have
mentoring as it is incredibly useful in guiding you and helping you see where you
want to go. It helps uncover clear goals and each session you work towards them
until you have the business you’ve always wanted.
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Case Study 3 - Katie Mortiz – The Joy Factory
Your business Name, Services, how long have you been trading.
I started Joy Factory in 2013. I love to help people market and brand their own
business and websites. I also do design, and have a women’s network called Kick
Ass Women also started in 2013. I’ve done a workshop in Barclays Eagle Lab earlier
this year before Covid, I am very passionate about equipping small businesses and
charities. In my career I started working with gangs, refugees and arts marketing,
there has always been a thread along the way of marketing, teaching and creativity.
I am actually an artist as well and if you go on my Instagram Katiejmoritz you will see
my artwork so should you need a painting for your home or office it is all joyful and
colourful.
Tell me about your skills, how did you find yourself working for yourself.
The reason that I started doing Joy Factory is I have a mental health problem, I have
a hormone issue and I was ill when I was working in arts marketing with gangs and
refugees. I became ill, got better and went networking in Harrow where I used to live
and met a lady, who needed some help to launch her business and decided I would
start working with her. I love teaching and equipping people, I have a lot of
experience in marketing and design. I love working for myself it gives me the
freedom to do what I want to do and volunteer and do work with women; it was a
good decision
Who are your clients and who do you predominately work on?
A lot of the clients I work with have been women because I have this women’s
network but certainly back in Harrow, I had a lot of coaches who worked with me
because they wanted to take charge of their own business doing their own websites.
I have also worked with churches and vicars, consultants, business owners,
charities, Greenpeace, groundworks, politicians and councils. Quite a range really.
Something I get asked for a lot at the moment is updating websites and I have a
course where you can build your own website. It could be looking at a campaign for
an event launch or looking at the content on your website and how to write it or it
may be training showing you how to use social media. It is about me equipping
people to do it for themselves, I can do it for them, but it works best if they do it
themselves it is more exciting and dynamic when I show people how to do it.
How have you overcome any personal struggles on the way?
I don’t mind talking about my mental health as a lot of people are scared to do so,
but by me being honest other people feel they can. I’m a mum, I had postpartum
psychosis and ended up in a mother and baby unit so I’ve had some really traumatic
times, but through that it led to something really exciting. It was working with Harrow
Council where I used to live and the lady in the business department offered me this
opportunity to be part of a round table in the City of London with the Mayor of
London, it was exciting to share my experiences. It was all around diverse
entrepreneurship. My experience in the conventional workplace, was not great, at
times, the discrimination you face with mental health issues and people not
understanding you. It was so exciting to meet other people and put forward
suggestions to the Mayor of London for London and the UK so it is possible to take
bad things and turn them into good things. I am a passionate advocate around
mental health and mindfulness and in my women’s network I enable people to feel
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free and be honest and do the work they want to do. Sometimes when you have
these awful days; and there were many it makes you less scared of stuff.
Is some of your work reliant on tendering or grants?
I work for myself, I’m a sole trader, I tend to find partners and advocates and find
what other people need so when I work with councils they need great content, or
workshops or they want to recommend someone to their clients I tend to form
partnerships and people tend to seek me out.
How has the mentoring and business support at Creative Growth South helped
you?
Mentoring has helped me massively, my whole career I’ve been looking for a mentor
and I say this lovingly to Nicky, I was looking for a Deborah Meaden and Nicky has
got that Deborah Meaden vibe, she is quite ballsy but is quite kind and loving. She
was just what I was looking for, not only has she given me great advice but she has
referred me to great people that have created opportunities and it has been
absolutely brilliant. A mentor will give you a kick-up-the-butt to do things to start a
business or leave a job. Three things I would think about mentoring is reflecting back
your own ideas and refining that process to improve it, it is connecting you to people
and talking about you and accountability and encouragement and a regular meet up
and someone checking in on you and how you are doing.
What business ideas do you have in mind for the future?
I dream about having a shop, that my dream a Joy Factory and running workshops
for people to set up their businesses. That’s my dream but it is too big.
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Case Study 4 - Cerys Dean - WitchLox
Cerys has to live with a debilitating illness which leaves her very tired and often
unable to work so she knew that self-employment was really her only long-term
option.
She is exceptionally creative and has produced some excellent special effects work
as part of her degree and I am quite sure if she changes her mind and decides to
pursue this in the future she would do very well.
However, her passion is making and maintaining dreadlocks and she has been doing
this for 9 years working from home until earlier this year when she moved into
business premises renting the back of a shop. Dreadlocks is a growing market with
recurring revenues requiring maintenance and special hair products and she had a
full order book.
Cerys had already formed WitchLox Limited a great name and logo that she
designed herself but needed to move her passion from a hobby business into a
sound business proposition.
It was evident from my first meeting with her that she was extremely bright with an
engaging personality so I suggested that she applied for start-up funding from Solent
University. A confident and articulate presenter with a credible Business Plan the
panel awarded her 2k to increase her level of stock and advertise her business.
We agreed that Cerys would benefit from ongoing mentoring partly because she was
working from home in isolation. She has consequently received mentoring support
through Creative Growth Southampton.
Her main objective was to make her business her full-time work enabling her to give
up her part-time cleaning position that did not fit well with her illness. Her other key
challenges were to increase her prices to a proper commercial rate and extend her
client base. Cerys took a bit of convincing about upping her prices but has since
seen the value in this and has not lost her current client base.
The business has continued to grow with a busy diary and in February ’20 she had
made enough money to move into her own premises in the heart of Southampton.
Despite the current Pandemic Cerys continues to broaden her customer base safely
by developing an online shop to sell her products until she can move back into the
shop.
ENDS
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